
“Kindness is the first emotion that we all experience when we are born...” began Ms Kiran Merchant, the Principal 
of APL Global School, with her speech on how kindness is one of the most significant values in today’s society. 
The message of mental and physical health in students is an important point that was highlighted in her 

encouraging speech about kindness towards one’s person in today’s world as, in her own words” . 
“Being kind to oneself is the seed for the tree of happiness within self”. We believe this captures the essence of 
Synergy 2018 and hope that you will keep these thoughts with you, even after synergy.

- Tanushah Ramadass & Vrinda Gopal
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“Kindness is the language which the deaf can hear and the blind can see.”
-Mark Twain

With the motto of APL being “realizing potential” and its vision being the encouragement of holistic 
development in its students, it is no wonder that the theme of this year’s Synergy is ‘kindness’. The aim 
of which is to bring together multiple schools and nurture in them the quality of being friendly, 
generous, and considerate.

This year’s inauguration ceremony began with the cultural representative of grade 11, Priyadarshini K, 
welcoming the gathering and explaining the message behind this year’s culturals.  The program 
continued in a traditional manner, with our director Ms Gita Jagannathan lighting the lamp. The school 
prayer was recited and the choir rendered a wonderful staging of ‘maha-ganapathim’, after which, the 
talented dancers of APL illuminated the stage with a magnetic Bharatanatyam performance.

The chief guest, Ms Maya Ganesh was then presented with a memento of appreciation and she left us 
with the interesting idea of nature, kindness and their co-existence.

The ceremony ended with an inspiring speech by Ms Kiran Merchant, Principal of APL after which there 
was a rush of frantic energy as the students excitedly prepared to head off to their respective events 
at the end of the convention.

- Vrinda Gopal
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Thuli is a concept that is designed to give dignity to the underprivileged. Clothes and accessories in good condition are collected from 
donors. These are sorted, dry cleaned if needed and presented in a  Thuli store. Here, the deserving walk in, browse, choose and take 
back home with them any of the items displayed. The ‘shopping privilege’ which we so take for granted, is brought within reach by Thuli 
for those disadvantaged. APL Global School is very proud to be associated with such an endeavour.

Synergy brings us together to help us achieve greater goals. Let us take this opportunity to come together and join hands to bring a 
smile on an unknown innocent face. 

We will be collecting Children, women, men’s clothing, accessories, toys and stationary to donate to the Organisation. Let us spread 
KINDNESS  together.

Please do contact us for further details +91 75502 83108
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Cha Cha Cha is a group western dance event where the students participating can 
showcase their talent in modern dance. This year, The Gateway School, Lord’s 
international school and PSBB millennium school participated. 

The event started off with a group of six girls from the Gateway The Complete School 
dancing gracefully and at their own pace. The audience watched enthusiastically as 
they swiftly glided across the stage with angelic movements. 

Eight students from Lord’s international school, dressed in fluorescent orange 
jackets, performed a synchronized dance to mash up of the most popular songs.  In 
the end, six girls from PSBB rocked the stage with their hip hop movements, 
compelling many spectators to dance. The overall atmosphere in the auditorium 
was full of cheers 

The event ended with happy faces as the students from Gateway The Complete 

School, Lords’ International school won the first place, taking their trophies proudly 
back to their school.

- Shwetha
                                                                                                                    -
 

As the timer started ticking, the budding artists raced to draw. Chatter filled the air as 
the participants were buzzing with ideas. The highly experienced judges took their 
seats and waited eagerly.

As time passed, charts began to fill with colour and the energy in the room was high. 
The volunteers were left in awe by the raw talent present in the room. Even though 
the topic given was a tough one, “Modified Art To Wear”, the artists were at ease.

With sharpener shavings everywhere, pencils strewn on the floor and paint smeared 
on faces, it truly represented the passion and desire of the students.

PSBB OMR bagged first place with a beautiful orange, frilly design. All in all it was a 
successful event. 

- Slaghyasree
Credit: Nivedha

Four schools participated with  two members in each team and there were four rounds in 
the quiz. 

The first round was called “Superheroes Comics” and it was a passing round. The second 
round was called “Heroes and Justice” and this was a buzzer round. Whichever team buzzed 
first was called upon by the quizmaster and was allowed to answer. The next round was 
called “Guess Who?” which was also a buzzer round. This unlike the other rounds included 
negative marking. The last round included 4 sections which were drawn on the ground and 
music was played by the quizmaster.

One member from each team was asked to stand on these quadrants and was asked to 
move around from each quadrant in a clockwise direction. When the music stopped, the 
particular quadrant they were standing on would determine their section. 

The winner of the quiz was Gateway International School.

-Meenakshi

Cha Cha Cha

Wear Or Tear

Quiz Up
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Everyone assembled eagerly with their art supplies in hand as the event started. 
After the rules were announced, the nine participants were given a chart and the 
topic:  Kindness to one’s own feelings or emotion.
 
Some sat in silence, reaching for ideas while others began to work immediately. One 
sketched her idea on a notebook before recreating it on the chart paper. Unique 
styles were used, stories created from a bird’s eye view, realistic cartoons and 
simplistic characters. Some coloured in and outlined their work to enhance it.

In the last few minutes, participants rushed to finish their work, a task which, 
unfortunately, most did not accomplish. The judges found most of the strips to be 
very emotional with the humour in them, non-existent.
 
The winner turned out to be Yogesh from Akshaya MHSS. And the runner up was 
Veda from Gateway International School IB.

 - Nandita 

The contestants started off elegantly, preparing their ingredients to create their 
masterpieces and their dishes came together beautifully, under the watchful eye of 
Mrs Maya Ganesh, the chief guest. The students completed their dishes like a salad 
and even choco lava cake. 

As the clock continued to tick, the atmosphere became hectic. The contestants 
rushed to complete their dishes, and not a moment too soon, as the judges came 
around to taste the contestant’s work. The judges took a bite out of each dish, 
enjoying themselves as they savoured each and every spoonful.

The atmosphere grew tense as the participants grew anxious to hear the results 
when, the winner was revealed to be Nithish from the Gateway The Complete 
School, who won the competition with his chocolate mousse. Janilyn came in as a 
close second with her scrumptious lava cake. 

 - Eshan

This event started at 1.00 pm and it lasted an hour. The purpose of this event was to create a 
collage, based on the given theme of: ‘Standing out in a crowd’.  There were seven groups, 
each of which consisted of two members.

As the clock struck, each participant started cutting pictures, wordings from newspapers 
and started using stationary like: stamps, stickers, border tapes and origami.

Several groups took a long time to plot out their design while, some of them just went with 
their creative imagination. Some drew a lot people as audience members or people at a 
gathering, and how they stood out in a large crowd. 

Other groups went for a moralizing effect and brought out the power of being unique. 

The first place was secured by Gateway International School, and the second place was 
secured by Akshaya MHSS. 

- Varshini                                                                             
                                                                                             

Comic On

Eco Chef

Cut & Paste
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“Not all 
super heroes 
wear capes”

                                  -Unknown
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Ms Maya Ganesh, the Chief Guest of Synergy 2018, is an independent sustainable 
development consultant who specializes in regenerative agriculture and waste management. 
We had the pleasure of interviewing her and further learning about her passion for nature. 
The crux of our interview is given below.

Q. Ma’am, what made you decide to pursue a career in environmental sciences?
A. It was always something that I’ve been interested in but it wasn’t a very lucrative career back then. 
*pauses* I worked in the corporate sector for 16 years but nature has always been my passion and I 
decided to go back to it. I’m pursuing a PhD now.

Q. You’ve mentioned urban agriculture as an interest of yours, can you tell us about the work 
you’ve done with regards to that?
A. So, I’ve developed a closed loop and community driven system with regards to efficient waste 
management and we’ve implemented this in ‘The Farm’ in Chennai.  I’ve also been a part of a rural 
waste management project which is an initiative that’s been taken up by waste warriors in teaching 
them how to compost near the Jim Corbett National Park. I’ve taken a few workshops on urban 
gardening too.

Q. You’ve mentioned that you occasionally get tired of the cycle of waste management and 
recycling, how do you take break from this?
A. In my free time, I enjoy writing academic articles and research papers as weird as that sounds. I 
also take workshops and I recently conducted one in APL about eco-friendly and edible gardening.

Q. Where does your work take you? Do you work mostly with schools or governments?
A. A mixture of both, actually. I have three long-term projects right now. One, with APL Global School 
,which is a lesson on teaching children about respecting their surroundings and also teaching the 
staff and workers about peri-agriculture. Two, setting up demonstration farms in the agricultural belt 
of Tamil Nadu; Erode, Salem and Tirpur and showing the farmers there how to profitably farm while 
being kind to the earth. The final project that I’m working on is with ‘The Farm’ Chennai on a small, 
sustainable herb garden.

Q. How are we negatively affecting our environment and how relevant is protecting it to our 
lives?
A. I think caring for mother Earth is a valuable lesson we should have all learned by now, considering 
the floods two years ago and the cyclone last year. It happened due to over – urbanisation and the 
buildings that were built on natural lakes and marshes.  All the plastic that was dumped into the 
ocean was thrown back at us and it caused a lot of injury during the cyclone. We cannot let this be a 
problem for the future generation to deal with; it is something that is happening to us.

Q. What steps can be taken to reduce our carbon footprint and help our nature?
A. With the growing awareness about various environmental issues, we are starting to take steps to 
reduce our carbon footprint. There is a plastic ban that is coming up, which I think is great! People 
are also starting to realise that being environmentally conscious is not expensive and solar panels 
are a good investment to make. I would just like to say, I very much admire APL for the initiative it has 
taken to function on green energy and I believe this is the future for all of us.

Q. And finally, what can we, as students do for the environment?
A. I think all you can do is recycle.  As much as the phrase is overused, reducing, reusing and recycling 
is the best thing you can do for the environment. Moreover, you can do little things like switching off 
the lights and fans in a room when you leave it or even start up a compost pit in your garden. I think 
the best you can do is to be aware of the adverse effects of polluting and littering and make sure that 
you do not do anything to worsen the situation.

- Vrinda

Interview With The CHief Guest

“In today’s world, the theme we chose, kindness is lacking. It was a much needed and relevant topic and it has something to do with how we 
conduct ourselves, “stated Gomathi Ma’am, the head of Senior School. Citing an example she said,” for one of the events, the participant got in-
jured and was unable to continue.  At the request of their school and taking into consideration the theme, they were allowed to substitute that 
member”. 

She went on to appreciate the students teamwork and the committee’s passion for taking in responsibility, which she linked to kindness. “We have 
very talented and sincere children and the feedback given by teachers was good. I attended a few art events and I liked how the children related 
to the topic.” Ma’am said. Finally she summed it up by saying, “Synergy is a good platform for children to realize their potential and learning from 
these experiences. As teachers take a backseat, the children look forward to it and it is a truly amazing experience”.

- Virinda & Meenakshi

Words From The Head Of School
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There was a flurry of excitement as all the six schools prepared for this year’s, 
‘Media Moghuls’. The schools were called up in succession to pick a topic to 
advertise on. There were given a decent amount of time to come up with a 
clever brand and catchy title.

 The schools received various topics, ranging from noise isolating headphones 
to carpets that grow plants. All the schools did a marvellous job in promoting 
their products but two schools stood out from the rest. 

The runner-up for this event was Gateway International School, who made an 
advertisement on porous cement, which contained great theatrics. The winner 
of this event was German International School, who advertised on a carpet that 
would grow plants; and managed to capture the audience with their brand. 
Altogether, this year’s Media Moghuls ended with a blast, leaving the 
participants anticipating for more.

- Shreya M

                                                                                      

 

The three schools which participated in this event were Akshaya MHSS, 
PSBB Millennium and Gateway the Complete School. The aim was to 
create a digital magazine covering the events of the next two days. Each 
team consisted of three reporters, three photographers, one cartoonist 
and one designer. 

There was a brief meeting in ICT lab 127 to inform the teams about 
their duties. The moment each school was given the list of events, the 
reporters and photographers dispersed. Any event you stepped into, 
you would see a minimum of one reporter or photographer from one of 
these three schools, there. 

Any time one passed the ICT lab, they could again find the dedicated 
designer at work, deep in conversation with a fellow member. 

It’s understandable since three schools were participating, the 
competition was fierce and each student’s dedication was at its peak

- Shreya M

The participating schools were: Akshaya MHSS, Gateway the complete school, 
Akshaya Global, PSBB Millennium and Gateway International School. The duration of 
this event was for one hour and the minds and hands involved were eager to work.
The theme given was a simple one with lots of scope: Nature.

There were colourful landscapes of dark green mountains, with the silhouette of 
birds flying in the distance. Light green grassy planes with trees, a blue and green 
peacock sitting on a brown tree branch and even a simple yet elegant 
multi-coloured flower pattern.

PSBB Millennium’s design however, was the real prize winner. Their design showed 
two large palm trees opposing each other. The beach, sky and a full sun were found 
in between. The vibrant colours stood out with red flower petals in contrast to the 
green leaves. 

Gateway International whas the runner up.

- Shridula

Floor Art

Media Moghuls

Press Corps



When the clock struck 9:20, the five nightingales began to sing: Akshata (Gateway 
International), Diya (Akshaya HMMS), Sushmita (Hindustan International), Vedanth (Gateway the 
Complete School) and Nadisha (Sun’s Smart Foundation School).

 The students sang a variety of songs; from devotional songs to Disney’s Moana. With anxious 
minds and shaky hands, they got on stage and sang their hearts out, pronouncing each and every 
word carefully

One girl in particular, Diya Jah sang an adorable Hindi nursery rhyme; she began her introduction 
by saying this was the song that her father would sing to her when she was mad at him. 

After 10 minutes of waiting, the judges announced the results:Sumishta from HIS, won first place 
with her song, ‘How Far I’ll Go’ and Nadisha won second place with the song, ‘Made in India’. 

- Shreya B

Sound Bytes 

“The students were the 
organisers and the teachers 
were only the facilitators.
It  was precise and perfect.”
- Dr. Gayathri Arun, 
              Akshaya

“The theme was out 
of the box”
-S.Shakthi, 
Akshaya HMMS

“The rangoli and Press Corps was 
really fun and amazing, and all the 
volunteers were helpful and very 
professional”
- Nikitha, PSBB Millenium

“They gave justice to 
their motto.
-student of Akshaya”

“It is usually hard to conduct 
events on such a large scale.
But this was organized well” 
- (Head boy), Akshaya Matric  

“A really good platform for 
kids to display their talent”
- Prabhu (teacher incharge),                   
   Hindustan International 

Seven teams, six games, two finalists and one cup. The battle for glory began on a warm clear 
Thursday as this event saw teams at their highest potential fighting it towards glory. Opening with 
a dominating performance, the game between Gateway-The complete School and German 
International saw a clear winner emerge at the end of the first half with the former scoring in 
constantly as the game stood at a 3-0 at the end of the first half, an outburst of scoring which left 
the opposition in a state of shock they could not recover from. This let Gateway finish off by adding 
two more goals to the scoreboard and ended the game in a dramatic 5-0 win.

Next up, Sunshine faced off against Akshaya Global. Akshaya Global had a tight defensive lineup 
which was eventually exposed as Sunshine scored twice in quick succession to end the game at a 
2-0 win. Akshaya Matriculation was granted a bye in the first round and PSBB got to walk over to 
the next round as St. Johns did not turn up.

With four teams left, the tournament moved into its semi-finals phase. Game one saw PSBB face off 
against Akshaya Matriculation. This game showed us the other super team in this tournament as 
PSBB dominated the field and easily clinched a 2-0 win against Akshaya Matric.

 Game two saw Sunshine face off against the crowd favourite Gateway The Complete School, who 
did not disappoint and put up an exciting 3-1 win. All the excitement led to this moment as the 
two teams faced off in a nail-biting final game. PSBB OMR opened the scoring in the initial min-
utes of the first half, putting Gateway under immense pressure. Alas, not a single shot by Gateway 
The Complete School was converted into a goal at the end of the final whistle making PSBB OMR 
emerge victorious. Pride and excitement filled the air as the captain lifted the trophy bringing an 
eventful ending to this event.

  -Arjun Arun &  Slaghyashree

Futsal

Nightingales
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This year’s synergy was special because of the theme of kindness. Hence, the Food House tried to incorporate the theme in as well. There were 10 
different dishes available for purchase from different cuisines, ranging from sweet to savoury. 

Preparation for the food house started on Monday. The volunteers for the food house were the Food and Nutrition students of APL. To make it even 
more exciting the students made the posters and menu design for the food house.

A wide range of dishes were available from the American cuisine of pancakes and iced tea to the very Indian orange tang and paneer wrap, all at 
an affordable price.

The food house was the place where one could find delicious aromas, delectable and lip-smacking dishes.

- Rhia Gopinath & Vrinda
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This year’s edition of synergy bytes comes to you after multiple editor breakdowns in the reporting room, over-worked reporters, missing 
photographers and cartoonists who didn’t know the difference between a super-villain and a super- hero.  

All jokes aside, we would like to thank Fiza ma’am for giving us the opportunity to criticise others’ work just as she does ours and Shirley ma’am for 
putting up with our idiosyncrasies and inability to stick to the world limit.

We hope our two days of hard work has paid off to showcase to you the wonders of Synergy 2018. It took superhuman effort to pull this off in a 
(hopefully) interesting way and we hope looking through this magazine reminds you of the good, the bad and the ugly of the past two days.
- Vrinda, Tanushah & Shreya

Food House

The editorial team


